Abstract-In the phishing attack, the user sends their confidential information on mimic websites and face the financial problem, so the user should be informed immediately about the visiting website. According to the Third Quarter Phishing Activity Trends Report, there are 55,282 new phishing websites have been detected in the month of July 2014. To solve the phishing problem, a browser based add-on system may be one of the best solution to aware the user about the website type. In this paper, a novel browser based add-on system is proposed and compared its performance with the existing antiphishing tools. The proposed anti-phishing tool 'ePhish' is compared with the existing browser based antiphishing toolbars. All the anti-phishing tools have been installed in computer systems at an autonomous college to check their performance. The obtained result shows that if the task is divided into a group of systems, it can give better results. For different phishing features, the add-on system tool show around 97 percentage successful results at different case conditions. The current study would be very helpful to countermeasure the phishing attach and the proposed system is able to protect the user by phishing attacks. Since the system tool is capable of handling and managing the phishing website details, so it would be helpful to identify the category of the websites.
I. INTRODUCTION
To reduce the phishing attack, it is necessary to make awareness among the web user about the type of websites and spread the message to the web user that how the phishing website steal the confidential information of the web user. The web browser is used to access the websites so the web browser based solution can be helpful to the web user to protect their confidential information from phishing attack. The web browser can directly warn the user about the type of website with the help of add-on which is an optional tool installed on it. This solution is more effective than other solutions for protection from phishing attack. In addition, the web browser market is mostly using three browsers i.e. Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome which comprises around 90% of the total web browsers use [1] . So these web browsers taken for the testing and finding the result at education institute. The study of S. Egelman et.al [2] shows that when Firefox 2 web browser shows the phishing warnings on its display, none of the users entered sensitive information into the websites. The same study recommended that the result analysis of Internet Explorer's phishing warning. On the basis of research study, regular updations are going on with the web browser and they are giving effective results for the phishing countermeasures. It is necessary that the web browser should accurately identify the phishing web sites (low false positive result) so that the user can trust on the web browser's warning messages. Some web browsers are already providing the alert system for possible malicious attacks. If the website is not having HTTPs protocol and the user is feeding their credential information on it, the web browser should display the alert message to the user about the possible phishing attack. If the website is suspicious then the web browser checks the security certificate whether it is present in the website or not. After checking the security certificate, the web browser alerts the user about the type of website. To check the performance of anti-phishing tools, a research study has been done at an educational institute. The concept behind the designing of the Anti-phishing tool is that when internet user hit the URL, a dialog box appear on the screen that inform the user about the type of the website whether it is phishing or not. In the proposed add-on, the system is divided into five different assigned groups and the performance of the system tool is tested by data mining algorithms.
II. RELATED WORK ON BROWSER BASED ANTI-PHISHING TOOL
In the previous study, researchers has suggested and studied a number of anti-phishing system models to find the solution of phishing [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The earlier proposed models do not give more than 90 percentage successful result [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In some cases, the system tools are giving only 50-60 percentage successful result. Since the techniques and tools are upgrading day-by-day and changes are being happening in the website designing, so the web developer tries to utilize advanced techniques to make the phishing website. In this case, the existing tools are not finding accurate result. So it is noted that a system should be developed that can manage and support the advanced tools of web development so that the better result could be achieved. A. Martin et.al. [15] have worked on the 27 phishing criteria using the concept of Neural Network. The same criteria have been taken by other researchers to find the solution from phishing attack [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . A survey on the anti-phishing techniques has been done which is helpful in this study [32] .
III. RESEARCH CRITERIA OF URL, CONTENT AND IMAGE MATCHING
When web user wants to access the website, he first hit the web address on the URL or reached to the target webpage from any other website reference tags. In this case, first of all the URL and its contents should be checked then the contents and existing images should be checked [21] . To check the various indicators of the website, it takes several times to cross check the website information with the database information stored in the database of the Add-on. In the earlier study, browserbased client-side solutions have been proposed to mitigate the phishing attacks [22, 23] . Some techniques have also been developed which attempt to prevent phishing mails which are being delivered [24, 25] . So we should have a system that can fast and accurate check the fed information with the database information. To make the fast accessing system, I have defined the study points for the best possible solution. The studied criteria for the phishing have collected from the previous study [26, 27, 28] . Following are the study points of phishing criteria and the reason for taking these study points are discussed herewith.
Number of dots '.' present in the URL
When a website prepared, generally two '.' are used with the separation of www and the domain type. (e.g. www.mypage.com). If more number of '.' are using in the website, it means the attacker is trying to redirect the website to another webpage or trying to spoof the internet user. So if we found that the website is using more than 3 dots, the system can inform the user that 'It may be a risky site, don't feed any confidential information in it without confirmation'. If number of dot is more than 4, the system can declare the website is phishing. The example of phishing website is http://www.myhomepage.co.in//yahoo.co/php or http://www.myhomepage.co.in/ login.php etc.
Number of '@' present in the URL
Some of the phishing attack uses '@' symbol to redirect the user to another website. Generally @ symbol is used in the FTP server to redirect the user. Since when user create his e-mail account, @ symbol is used. So the use of @ symbol in the URL is very good thinking of the attacker to spoof the web user. The attacker can create the website like http://www.myhomepage.co@yahoo.com?login.com. In this case user can think that he is directing from yahoo.com website.
Number of '//' present in the URL
When website prepares, it is uploaded with either http or https protocol. http protocol uses '//' symbol to redirect the webpage. So the phishing attack uses a number of '//' in the URL to spoof the web user. It is noticed that legitimate website do not uses more than two '//' symbol while redirecting the webpage. So if an attacker uses more than two '//' symbols, we can identify the whether the website is spoofing or not.
Existence of IP (Internet Protocol) address in the URL
In the functioning of any website, an IP address is provided to the domain of concerned URL. The sending and receiving of the data from the website functions with the use of this IP address. To spoof the user, generally attackers try to use IP address in URL instead of giving any alphabetic name. IPv4 addresses are separated in four different parts with the help of dot (. In such situation the internet user doesn't understand which website he is visiting.
Port Number in the URL
Some of the phishing URL try to redirect the web user to different port addresses. To do this attacker uses the target port number in its phishing URL address. For example the phishing website http://www.191.102.34.09:8087/http://myhomepage.co.in /index.htm trying to send the myhomepagewebsite contents to 8087 port of the server. Generally server has assigned 80 or 8080 port number. By tracing the port number from the URL address, we can find the website is trying to spoofing the internet user or not.
The websites which are having HTTPs protocol
It is noticed that phishing attack tries to make almost similar website to the legitimate website by ignoring the security. The phishing attack gives the attention for the changing of URL address, website contents, images etc. Since the security certificate is required to safe transaction over the web, the website holder takes the prior permission from the authority concern. When the authority gives the security permission to the website holder, the protocols converts with HTTPs. The website which uses HTTPs protocol can transfer the data securely. 
Number of Phishing Keywords present in the URL
It is seen that some phishing attack uses phishing keywords in place of legitimate website contents by changing, replacing, shifting or deleting the characters from the website. For example in place of http://www.google.com, phishing attack can create the websitehttp://www.gooogle.com,http://www.goog1e.com, http://www.gugle.com etc. In this case suppose a user hit the wrong URL, he will send his confidential information to a spoofed website.
Country Code present in the URL
While checking the URL, country code with the help of WorldIP plug-in of Mozilla Firefox web browser, it is found that the URL web address doesn't match the exact country which is mentioned in the web URL. It is seen in the report of Advanced Phishing Working Group that some targeted countries country codes are used for web URL to lure the user. By cross-checking the country code and the IP address of the website, it can be determined that the user accessed website is legitimate or phishing.
Title Tag
Phishing websites generally do not emphasize on the title of the website. It is seen that sometimes in the phishing sites, the web address and the title tags remains different.
For example the website http://www.derezo.com/kf06/ppl/paypal.html is a phishing website which uses the legitimate website title tag and tries to redirect the user to paypel website as target.
Form Tags on the web page
The Form tags are commonly used for the preparation of the website. It can be used for requesting user to feed the data into website. For example the form tag can be used for asking the information like login, password, credit card number etc. Mostly the phishing website developer uses the same form tags and fields to spoof the user. So by finding the number of Form tags and name of the Form tags used in the website, we can find the website category.
Image Tags on the web page
A phishing website can be created by using images instead of using text. The images can be used by taking the snapshot of the legitimate website. In this case, by using the web image matching algorithms [29] we can find the accessing website is using the same size or different size image of legitimate website. To apply the images in the webpage, <image> tags are used.
Href Tags on the web page
The <href> tag is used to create a link to another document or webpage. We can count the number of href tags of visiting website with the legitimate website and by using this tag, we can check the reference webpage whether it is legitimate page or not. Some times href tag is used to make the link with legitimate webpage and sometimes it redirect the user to not authorised webpage. If the href reference page matches the link with visiting webpage, the site would be legitimate otherwise phishing.
Login/Password evaluation
The phishing websites uses login and password keywords in its webpage. The previous study of phishing has been done on the basis of these two keywords and found that generally banking and e-commerce websites uses these keywords to collect the username and password of the internet user. The legitimate websites which ask the login and password information of the user takes the permission from the security authorities as a Security Certificate to protect the webpage. The HTTPs protocol is assigned for such websites. The phishing websites do not take the permission of security authorities for securing the webpage, so we can check the login and password tags with HTTPs protocol in the website. On the basis of these tags, we can find the accessing website is phishing or legitimate.
Script Tags on the web page
The phishing site uses the <script> tag to redirect the web user to client-side system. The <script> tag is used to define a client-side script, such as a JavaScript. The <script> element either contains scripting statements, or it points to an external script file through the src attribute. Common uses for JavaScript are image manipulation, form validation and dynamic changes of content. We can find the number of script tags in the accessing websites and can be cross-checked these tags with the legitimate website scripts tags. If the numbers of script tag of accessing and legitimate website are same, we can keep the accessing website record for the observation of phishing.
Link Tags on the web page
While accessing the link tags of phishing website, it doesn't work or redirect the user to legitimate site which are not directly concerned with the visiting website. A number of link tags are possible like image tag, href tag, form tag, title tag etc. we have examined that while checking all the tags of the webpage, some links does not match the domain name or send the user to not concerning webpage.
Apart from these finding criteria, we can also find the domain age from www.domaintools.com website. By the use of this website, we can find the information about the website, like when it is created and how long it will be exist. Some of the governmental authorities are also working to countermeasure the phishing attack and finding the better solution to protect the user from internet fraud. These authorities have already declared many websites as phishing, so we have taken the help from these authorised sites to increase our database source. Masoumeh Zareapoor et.al. [30] It is an anti-phishing technique that integrates partial credentials sharing and client filtering technique to prevent phishing attack from easily masquerading as legitimate online entities. The advantage of this technique is that it provide mutual authentication for server as well as client side. Using this technique, user does not reveal his credential password in whole session except first time when the session is initialized. The disadvantage of this technique is that in identity based anti-phishing, if a hacker gain access to the client computer and disable the browser plug-in then method will be compromise against phishing detection.
iv. Character Based Anti Phishing Approach, in this
technique character based anti-phishing technique uses characteristics of hyperlink in order to detect phishing links. The advantage of this concept is that it not only detect known attacks, but also is effective to the unknown ones but the disadvantage of this concept is that it may result false positives, since using dotted decimal IP addresses instead of domain names may be desirable in some special circumstances. v. Content Based Anti-Phishing Approach, According to this concept, the phishing web pages are active only for short period of time and therefore will acquire low rank during internet search and this becomes basis for content based anti-phishing approach.
IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE AND WORKING ENVIRONMENT
To test the proposed anti-phishing system, the add-on tool should be applied at the educational institution because of at an educational institution, there are different subjective departments and educated persons who can produce accurate result and can help in the research study and analysis of the anti-phishing tool's performance. We have applied an anti-phishing test bed at the autonomous college. For checking the tool's performance, a test bed setup is applied at the college in which computers were configured using Intel Core I3 CPU 4300 @ 1.80 GHz processor. Each PC was configured with 2 GB RAM and 80 GB hard disk. We have taken same configuration computers to avoid network latency. In the Figure 1 , an diagram of the network structure at the college is demonstrated. In this network, different department computers are attached with the dedicated assigned server which is directly connected with a main server. The anti-phishing tool is loaded at both client and server side. When the user at client side computer access the website, add-on start the functioning and gives the messages according to the website type. As per the user's answer given to the addon tool, the results get stored at the dedicated assigned server. The functioning of the assigned server is to collect the information received from client side computer and send it to main server for the analysis of the tool's performance. This result comes from all the departments to the dedicated assigned server. The result then analysed at the main server. At the main server, WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis), a data mining analysis software is loaded. The WEKA is designed to solve the data mining algorithm issue, which is an open Java source code that includes implementations of different methods for several different data mining tasks such as clustering, classification, association rules and regression analysis.
At the college campus, all the department computers were connected with the wireless LAN. The set-up of the LAN system was as under mentioned:
1. Due to a large number of computers connected with the LAN, the client/server model is applied at the college. For installing and applying the add-on tool, we have taken the help from a task manager and set of computer workers, each of which is responsible for checking and evaluating the tool. During the test at the site, the task manager has installed the anti-phishing add-on on web browser of all the computers. The task manager informs all the person of different departments to use different websites at their computer and send the feedback information which the web browser asks to the user. We have taken around three hours for 10 different days to collect the result data from the add-on tool. The system tool is tested on January, 2, 7, 12, 17, 22 and 27, 2014
and February 1, 6, 11 and 16, 2014 at the college. During this time, the task manager has collected and sent a batch of new phishing and legitimate websites to the test bed after every 15 minutes. The test bed began the testing of web sites. Each user had opened up the web browser with the installed add-on and given the feedback to the add-on about the web site. As per the accessing website by the user, the add-on tool has collected and tested around 2145 websites in the month of January and February. After receiving the information sent by different users, a database is prepared to analyse the result of the proposed anti-phishing tool. Figure 2 shows the system model of implemented anti-phishing tool at educational institute in which systems are installed at different departments.
The flow of the system model on the basis of system tool functioning is as given below:
The performance analysis of the anti-phishing tool is tested by getting the response received from antiphishing tools and the user's feedback. During the testing period, around 2145 websites have been tested and 271 websites found suspicious. While checking these suspicious websites with the database information of the anti-phishing tool and Anti-Phishing Working Groups, 249 websites found phishing. The result of per day record is shown in the Table 1 . On the basis of this result, the tool's effectiveness can be calculated by = 100
'Number of Phishing websites / Total number of Suspicious Websites' and the accuracy can be calculated by following formula:
The anti-phishing tool's performance in terms of its effectiveness and accuracy is shown in the following Figure 3 . The effectiveness of the anti-phishing tool shows around 91.88% successful result. The tool has detected 2.22% legitimate websites as phishing. This suspected result is again tested by the system tool by further analysis method and after rectifying the problem; the corrected record is added in the data base of the Add-on. The remaining 5.9 % websites didn't found as legitimate or phishing by the anti-phishing tool, because of 2.6% websites are designed in other language and 3.3% websites do not properly formatted. Since the proposed anti-phishing tool is designed for the English language based websites which do not support any other language so the performance of the tool gets down. If we leave the result of any other language websites, the tool's performance reached to around 97.6%.
VI. CONCLUSION
The Anti-phishing tool with the novel concept is designed and applied at one of the educational institutions to prevent the user from phishing attack. While testing the anti-phishing tool, it is found that the user awareness about the phishing is very essential. If user is not aware of phishing, the spoofing websites can easily steal the personal and confidential information of the user. The anti-phishing tool is showing around 92 percentage successful result for finding the phishing websites. The anti-phishing tool didn't find remaining 8 percentage phishing websites during the test hit because of these websites are designed in other languages or not properly designed and formatted. The division of task in different groups is showing the better result. The phishing problem is growing almost all the areas of information technology sectors. But the problem is severe at the financial and money transactional websites. It is recommended that the anti-phishing tool and its awareness system should be implemented separately for these sectors.
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